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subjects and such proteins should be put on the shelf in order that our lines may

be alert for further evidenced in case the 1r Lord should bring it to our

attention. As we study the Bible often we find unexpected light on problems that

we have been thinking about. If we were not aware of the problem we would never

have seen the relevance of the new inaterial% to it.

If you should have a chance to see the Bibliotheca Sacra of abput three years

ago you WIQ± would find in it two articles that I wrote on the servant of the Lord

in Isaiah. This would give you an idea of the sort aft exegetical and

±it interpretative study that I feel is particularly needed, but is not being

carried on to any great extent I fear.

I had an article in the fall of 1959 in the Bulletin of the Evangelical Theological

Scoiety on the relation between Genesis 1 and Genesis 2. This would give you an idea

of the sort of study that I feel is helpful also in this field.

If you have further questions or suggestions I would be glad to receive them

to hear from them. I do not at the moment know what particular book to recommend

firxitrtxxt for concentrated study on the Old Testament, aside from good

grammars and dictionaries and concordances. I recommend particularly either The
a

Egnhishmen's Hebrew Concordance or Young's Concordance . Young's is much easier

to use, and is, in my opinion, far superior for the serious Bible student to either

Strong's or to any other concordance that I know of.

Sometimes I am extremely busy; at other times I have a little more time. I am

greatly interested in pushing forward in every area of Biblical study, and had a

little time free at the moment and so was glad to write at this length in relation

to the questions that you asked. If you care to write me further may he able to give

you answer to some simple question immediately on hearing it. If it is a more

complicated one like the questions you asked in your letter, even if I have the

answer right at my tongue's end, weeks or even months might pass before I wi would

time or opportunity to wEAr word the material clearly. I find that writing is slow

and takes a great deal of time, but it is well worth the time. Also, I might kme
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